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WARNING 
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WARNING
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KNRM9A | RoadVise® Ultra™ Motorcycle Phone Mount with Angled Mirror/Pinch Bolt Adapter rev.022124

Includes:
1 – RoadVise® Ultra Phone Holder (RVKNAMPS)
2 – Foam Padding 
4 – Screws (M4 x 12mm) 
1 – 25mm Metal AMPS 4-Hole Adapter (APMAMPS25MM) 
1 – 25mm Robust Shaft Arm (SP-RM250) 
1 – 25mm Ball to 9mm Angled Bolt Head Adapter (SP25MM9A)

Important: Clean the application surface and make sure it is free of dirt, 
dust, and grease before installing the mounting hardware. 

RVKNAMPS

APMAMPS25MM SP-RM250

SP25MM9A

Install the 25mm AMPS Adapter Ball Plate to the RoadVise® Ultra
Phone Holder
Locate the packaging with the AMPS ball adapter plate and the phone
holder. Then, insert the four mounting screws through the AMPS 
4-hole ball adapter plate and into the phone holder. Finally, secure the
screws tightly.

Assemble the Components
Loosen the shaft arm knob by turning it counter-clockwise to
allow the ball adapters to insert into the shaft arm. Next, insert
the ball mounts to either end of the shaft arm and turn the knob
clockwise to tighten.



Installing Foam Padding When Not Utilizing a MagSafe Charger
If you're not using a MagSafe charger, you can still install foam
padding. Find the packaging that includes the foam padding
and adhesive strips. Attach the strips to the back of the foam
pad, then insert it into the phone holder cavity.

Installing Your Device into the RoadVise® Phone Holder 
Begin by extending the spring-loaded arm. Next, position your 
device securely against the non-spring-loaded arm and rest it 
on the holder platform. Finally, release the spring-loaded arm 
to secure your device firmly in place.

Adjust the RoadVise® Ultra Phone Holder
To extend the phone holder for larger devices, turn the 
center knob on the holder. This will lock the non-spring 
loaded arm in a secure position to support your device.
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